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From mergers and acquisitions to legislative updates, the new year has brought
many changes to the industry. In this issue we bring you the latest news, beginning
with the highlights from this year’s annual Mobility Outlook Survey.
Until March 2019, the onus was firmly with the employee to report any foreign
income in their personal tax returns. This has now changed explains Pro-Pay’s Eric
Van den Eynde in his payroll update.
In the war for talent, Belgium is taking steps towards optimisation of the Single
Permit Process. These policy updates address several challenges on regional and
federal levels. Wout Van Doren and Alexander De Nys of Fragomen share the
details.
Only a fraction of expats receive professional support, with millions of foreign
assignees left to find their own way around their new home country. The brand
new platform Xpatris.com aims to help smooth their entry into Belgium.
In the last of this series, journalist Deborah Seymus looks back on the end of an era
as her cohousing experiment with a young refugee comes to a close.
Finally, with almost hourly updates on COVID-19 dominating the headlines, we
can only hope that the Corona-virus hasn’t impacted on your and clients’ lives and
businesses too much. We look forward to seeing you soon,
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AIRINC Mobility Outlook Survey
the 2019 highlights

				

AIRINC’s annual Mobility Outlook Survey shares insights,
strategies, and challenges of 168 best practice global
organisations. This year’s survey takes a closer look on how
mobility is becoming increasingly focused on delivering
value to customers. Many are leveraging technology
and vendor partnerships to streamline operations and
improve the mobility experience. When asked for this
year’s priorities, 69% of participants selected simplifying
administration, 63% chose enhancing the employee
experience, and 48% indicated improving communications
with the business. Proactively engaging customers
for input, evergreen policy reviews, and searching the
market for leading products, services, and technology
are now part of Mobility’s regular activities. AIRINC has
identified three key areas that support this general trend:
making good decisions, ensuring effective governance
and communicating creatively. We bring you the main
highlights from this report.

Making good mobility decisions begins with a desire
to add value and strengthen customer partnerships.
Customers can be line managers, the broader business
units, or assignees.
In many organisations, all three are considered Mobility’s
customers. Identifying key customers and their priorities is a

		

by Fiona Klomp

vital step to achieving lasting, positive outcomes. Responses
to the question on how mobility defines success, we can
see that 87% of companies prioritise business satisfaction.
These answers indicate that the business is Mobility’s
primary customer. However, when asked how often Mobility
engages the business when considering policy changes, most
participants responded with “sometimes” or “often” rather
than “always”. Engaging the business to learn what they
value helps Mobility make good decisions about resources
and approaches.
Most participants noted that the primary purpose of moving
talent around the organisation is to fill skill or knowledge
gaps. Additionally, customer requirements are increasingly
diversified. Successful mobility functions are those that can
engage with customers to understand their wider needs
and offer solutions that allow the business to make good
decisions in these areas. Ultimately, good decisions are the
result of exploring customer needs and collaborating with
customers and external partners to implement solutions
that reflect the purpose of mobility within the organisation.
What do you consider to be the most important outcome
of a cross-border assignment?
■ to fill staffing needs in locations where skills or knowledge
are not available = 4.1
■ to provide strategic business direction = 3.3
RELOCATE
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■ to provide professional development and global skills for
assignees = 2.9
■ to provide training/development for staff in host offices
= 2.2
■ to spread organisational values and culture = 1.7
(5 = extremely important, 4 = very important, 3 = moderately
important, 2 = slightly important, 1 = not important)

Ensuring effective governance: for some mobility
functions, governance is solely about compliance.
For a growing number of mobility leaders, it is about
balancing oversight and flexibility.
Most participants indicate that multiple stakeholders must
approve an international assignment before it moves
forward. The host business is typically responsible for
absorbing mobility costs and is noted as an approver in
77% of organisations. In contrast, Mobility, which creates
and administers the policies, is an approver in just a third
of organisations. This approval structure generates a
requirement for mobility to respond to the diverse needs
of the business and explains the continuing trend of
Mobility offering flexible package options for the business.
Forty percent of participants meet that requirement by
differentiating policies by length and purpose, while 32%
(up from 26% last year) offer flexibility via negotiation.
In companies offering assignment flexibility, mobility tends
to play an advisory role with 39% of organisations indicating
mobility recommends assignment and transfer packages
for the business’ consideration. In 14% of organisations,
mobility is responsible for defining assignment benefits and
support and only 9% allow the business to structure
packages without mobility’s input. Expanded possibilities
for personalised packages and business choice require a
strong and supportive governance framework. Successful
mobility programs reinforce the mobility decision-making
process with clear governance oversight.
How would you best describe global mobility’s approach to
providing flexibility to the business?
■ 40% - multiple policies differentiated by length but also
purpose, e.g. standard or developmental policies.
■ 32% - flexibility is provided by individual negotiation and
exceptions.
■ 32% - all assignees go on the same assignment length with
little flexiblity.
■ 26% - policy offers ‘core’ benefits for all employees, with
option to add or adjust ‘flexible’ benefits.
■ 26% - policies outline benefits by job level or other criteria.

Communicating creatively: forty-four percent of
companies see an opportunity to improve the way
Mobility communicates with employees while 48% are
prioritising better communication with the business.
With increasing policy options and governance models that
encourage the business to make package decisions, Mobility
has begun focussing on communications to provide guidance
and distribute important information to the business as well
MARCH 20

as employees. Both audiences are important customers and
connecting with them in a targeted way helps mobility in
the short and long term. Eighty-six percent of companies
are making efforts to improve employee experience and
dynamic, one-to-many communications like videos, portals,
and training modules engage employees while reducing
administration. These resources can, for example, help the
17% of participants that provide cash lump sums explain
the intent of such payments to encourage more thoughtful
spending. Communicating with the business has historically
been done on a case-by-case basis, but new resources,
such as mobility decision guides, help the business
create compliant packages or select policies that balance
assignment investment and purpose.
Please indicate if your company offers flexible choice to the
employee in any of the following ways:
■ 36% - provide a cash allowance in lieu of individual
benefits.
■ 17% - offer a cash lump sum for multiple benefits.
■ 16% - offer choice between a cash allowance or in-kind
benefits.
■ 6% - offer flexible spending budget or flex points approach.
■ 49% - none of the above.

Policy Trends

Most participants report that the demand for mobility is
stable or growing. There are noted changes to the types of
assignments and transfers being used today. Compared with
last year, 13% more companies now have an international
one-way transfer policy (72% vs 59% in 2018). In addition
to increased interest in one-way transfers, multiple
organisations reported their intentions to add a commuter
policy to their mobility program. The growing use of
commuter arrangements reinforces the trend of companies
supporting more flexible work arrangements.

Looking Ahead

The most significant change in Mobility today is how
the function works and communicates with customers.
Participants reported ongoing and planned initiatives
to improve Mobility’s visibility and engagement with
customers, and many are leveraging technology and
vendors to make that happen. Mobility is also increasingly
focused on providing the business accurate cost estimates
and planning support.
In addition to these operational and communication
enhancements, there is a continued expansion of Mobility’s
remit with many assuming responsibility for business
travellers, commuters, locally hired non-nationals, and
domestic relocations. The consolidation of all things
mobility is increasing market demand for integrated and
agile technology solutions that streamline workflow, cost
planning, communication, and tracking. The Mobility
function of tomorrow will be more connected, resourceful,
and impactful than ever before.
For the full report, visit the AIRINC website:
www.air-inc.com/library/2019-mobility-outlook-survey/

Temporary
housing made easy

NEW PROJECT

SERVICED APARTMENTS

B-SQUARE
NEAR THE BRUSSELS CANAL

BBF is a specialized provider of serviced and residential apartments since 1992. With more than 1700 units in
key locations in Antwerp and Brussels we can offer attractive mid to long term rental packages combined with
professional services at affordable rates. Together with our ASAP quality label this guarantees the key to an
excellent stay.
sales@bbf.be
Call us on +32 (0)2 705 05 21
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Payroll Update
new reporting and withholding obligations				
In March 2019, a Law was published in the Belgian State
Gazette introducing a new income tax reporting and a
tax withholding obligation for all Belgian employers with
regard to remuneration paid or granted by a foreign
company linked to the Belgian employer.
Up until then, Belgian employers did not have a tax
withholding or reporting obligation for remuneration
granted by a foreign parent or affiliated company, if
the Belgian employer was not involved in granting that
remuneration. The only exception to this rule was the
obligation to report stock options meeting the conditions
of the Stock Option Law of March 26, 1999. The employee,
however, was obliged to report the foreign income in his
personal tax return.
The current introduction of the withholding obligation
with the taxes being paid at source through payroll is part
of the battle against social and tax fraud. Where in the
past, Belgian employers sometimes weren’t even aware
of foreign remuneration (mostly equity) being granted
to their employees by a foreign affiliated company, more
communication between the Belgian employer and its
foreign affiliated companies will be necessary in the future.

Withholding Obligations

Starting retroactively on March 1, 2019, all taxable
remuneration paid by foreign parent companies and/or
affiliates will need to be taxed through payroll as it becomes
subject to withholding taxes. Withholding taxes are to be
declared on a monthly basis and to be paid on a monthly
or a quarterly basis. Given the fact that the Law has entered
into force on March 1, 2019, there is no withholding
obligation for the foreign remuneration granted in January
and February 2019. Please note however, that the taxable
benefits of these months will need to be reported in the
2019 tax forms that need to be submitted to the Belgian tax
authorities before March 1, 2020.

Reporting Obligations

All remuneration paid by foreign parent companies and/
or affiliates to Belgian employees will need to be reported
by the Belgian employer to whom the foreign company is
linked. The reporting will take place via the yearly tax form
281. This form includes the taxable earnings of employees/
directors. The employer is obliged to provide the form to his
staff, that should use the details mentioned on the form to
file their tax returns.

Belgian Social Security on Foreign
Remuneration

As a general principle in the Belgian legislation, social
charges are due on salary. One of the conditions that

by Erik Van den Eynde

needs to be fulfilled for a benefit to be considered as salary
is the fact that the benefit needs to be chargeable to the
employer. This condition is laid down in the Act of 1965 on
the protection of salary. Up to the 3rd quarter of 2018, the
Belgian social security authorities believed that benefits
were not “chargeable to the employer”, if the employee
could not claim the benefit from the Belgian employer
in a financial or a legal way (e.g. because the right to the
benefit was contractually agreed upon). In other words: if
the advantage was granted to the employee by a foreign
affiliated company without any intervention of the Belgian
employer, no social charges were due.
However, according to the administrative instructions of
the National Social Security Office (NSSO) issued in the 3rd
quarter of 2018, social security contributions are now due
on all benefits that relate to the work performed by the
employee in the execution of his/her employment contract
with the employer or that relate to the function of the
employee carried out for the employer. This principle applies
even without any intervention of the (Belgian) employer in
the payment/grant of the benefit.
According to most of the Belgian authors specialized in
the matter, this point of view of the NSSO is too much,
as it interferes with the definition and notion of salary as
laid down in the Act of 1965 on the protection of salary.
However, as this new point of view has been published in its
recent instructions, chances are that the NSSO will enforce
its point of view and that we’ll have to wait for the first court
cases before any changes might be introduced.

Next Steps

■ Belgian employers should inform their foreign
headquarters or affiliated companies of the change in the
Belgian regulations even if they are currently not aware of
any remuneration granted or paid to their Belgian employees
by a foreign affiliated company;
■ Employers should inform Pro‐Pay or their payroll office of
the foreign remuneration that will be subject to withholding
taxes. In case of doubt about the taxability of certain
remuneration or the timing of taxation, employers should
seek the advice of a specialized tax consultant;
■ Employers need to inform Pro‐Pay or their payroll office of
the remuneration paid by a foreign linked company to the
Belgian employees in January and February 2019, in order
to ensure correct reporting on the tax form 281.
About Pro‐Pay
Pro‐Pay is an independent payroll provider in Belgium
offering services to Belgian companies and international
companies with employees in Belgium. Find out more at:
www.propay.be/en/
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Industry Update
a brand new tool for expats, relocators and HR			

by Fiona Klomp

Over 232 million people relocate annually to all corners of
the globe, yet only a fraction receive professional support
from relocation service providers. Millions of foreign
assignees are left to find their own way around their new
home country, with varying levels of success. The brand
new platform Xpatris.com aims to help smooth their entry
into Belgium by providing immediate access to the most
essential information. We spoke with cofounder Salvatore
Orlando to find out more.

What led you to develop this platform?

“Thousands of expats move to Europe every single day and
most of them do this without support from their employer.
They’ll ask family, friends and acquaintances who have
relocated before them for advice or end up on Google. And
much as they’ll receive useful information, a lot of it will be
contradictory and can be hugely confusing.”
“In fact, the platform is a great solution for expats who
are already living here too. To give an example, I’ve been
living in Belgium for 10 years, but when I recently wanted
to look into extra dental cover, I was lost. There’s a sea of
information out there, but if you search for ‘dental cover
plans Belgium’ you end up with a list of dentists and articles
on social security. All I wanted to know was which providers
offer which plans. Imagine how confusing it is for new
arrivals. Where do you even begin looking?”
“This is the problem we want to solve with Xpatris.com.
We’ve carefully selected the market’s service providers,
filtering them for dedicated expat services where possible.
The clear overview not only lets users compare different
plans and providers, but directs them to the most relevant
pages. Trying to find the right dental plan via Google took
me more than ten clicks, whereas the platform let me filter,
select and sign up for the dental coverage I was looking for
within three clicks.”

Is this the new way to relocate?

“Expats are increasingly expected to relocate themselves,
but no, we’re definitely not a relocation service provider. The
platform is complementary. The same client company that
sends over a VIP CEO sends over junior profiles who don’t get
the same level of support. Instead of spending unpaid time
explaining the difference between Telenet and Belgacom,
relocators can simply direct expats to the platform. We see
Xpatris as a support tool for everyone active in the global
mobility industry; it’s a daily solution that saves time and
money. Time that you can spend focussing on delivering the
personalised services that clients pay for.”

You’ve been live for just over a month, how has the
platform been received?
“Initial response has been better than we dared hope: over
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500 unique users registered during the first week, and we
hadn’t even started our social media pages yet. We’ve
already received the support of some really important
players such as BNP Paribas, Radisson, Everis… Their HR
departments are delighted with the platform. We’d love
to see everyone using our platform and are very happy to
collaborate. If you’d like to partner up with us, get in touch!
That said, we’re not resellers: we are completely objective
and every service provider is given the same amount of
visibility. The platform is free for both users and providers.
And because users can rate and review providers we ensure
the quality and competitiveness of services offered remains
high. Think of Xpatris as the Tripadvisor for expats.”

Who is behind the platform?

“Xpatris is the culmination of our own experiences as expats
in many different countries and now in Belgium. We are two
cofounders - Salvatore from Italy and Pari from India - who
put our combined knowledge at your service. Pari used to
work in Silicon Valley and combined with my experience
in the financial world, it makes for a strong business and
development background. Not to mention our personal
experiences: we’re expats helping other expats get the
most out of their new life in Belgium. We’re supported by
a Buddy Community as well; all volunteers who have come
to Belgium as foreign nationals. And then of course we
have strategic partners such as ABRA, International House
Leuven, Commissioner. Brussels and other institutions who
are helping us power the platform.”

What’s next?

“We’ve chosen to focus on Brussels, Antwerp, Leuven and
Ghent as these are the most popular Belgian destinations
with expats, but we’re looking forward to going international,
penetrating new markets and developing new technology.”
www.xpatris.com
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Single Permit Renewal Process
work rights assured 				
A little over a year ago Belgium implemented the EU
Single Permit Directive for non-EU citizens seeking to
work in Belgium for more than 90 days. The Single Permit,
combining both work and residence authorization into one
document issued through a single application procedure,
represented an important step forward. However,
substantial challenges continued to be faced by the
business community due to lengthy procedures and lack
of legal certainty.
The Single Permit application requires for both work and
residence authorizations to be approved before applicants
may start their employment in Belgium. The average
total processing time in 2019 was three to four months.
Prospective talent unwilling to sit out the extensive period
for approval has resulted in businesses losing potential
new hires and being unable to meet critical business
needs. Renewal applications were not spared from these
challenges, as applicants awaiting approval of their pending
Single Permit renewal application were legally obliged to
cease employment activity at the expiry of their current
Single Permit to avoid the risk of non-compliance posed by
continuous employment.

			

by Alexander De Nys

Single Digital Application Platform – Electronic filing
in Flemish region since March 2020
The rollout of a single digital application platform has
also been announced. The Flemish Region is taking the
lead in this endeavour and is expected to allow renewal
applications through the platform soon. Already since
March 2020 all applications can be filed via e-mail instead of
registered mail. The expectation is that in the Spring of 2021
a fully integrated digital platform will be operational that
links regional and federal immigration and social security
services.

Accredited Sponsorship Scheme
Another proposal launched by the Flemish government
is the application of a scheme of accredited sponsorship.
Recognised employers would benefit from expedited
processing and document simplifications, similar to the
system already in place in the Netherlands.

Personnel Increase

We are therefore very pleased to share a number of
recent announcements from the regional and the federal
governments that address several challenges.

At the Federal level, an increase in personnel of 25% for the
Labour Migration Department of the Federal Immigration
Office was announced. The objective is to reduce processing
time from eight to two weeks.

Policy Change Assuring Work Rights During Single
Permit Renewal Process

Way Forward

A policy change has been implemented with local
municipalities instructed to assure working rights during
the Single Permit renewal process. As of 29 January 2020,
Single Permit renewal applicants no longer require approval
from the Federal Immigration Office to continue working.
Approval by the Regional Employment Authority (first stage
of the process) is considered sufficient. The same expedited
process applies to applicants for a Single Permit renewal
due to a change of employer. Upon approval of the Single
Permit renewal application by the Regional Employment
Authority, applicants can now obtain a Temporary Residence
document (Annex 49) from their local town hall, allowing
access to the Belgian labour market.
Discussions to expand the policy change to some categories
of foreign nationals who apply for an initial Single Permit
are ongoing. These include foreign nationals residing in
Belgium who want to change their residence status to an
employment-based status (e.g. holders of student visa
who subsequently find a job in Belgium), foreign nationals
residing in another EU-member state and visa-exempt
nationals (e.g. US Citizens) arriving in Belgium.

It is positive to see that the respective governments have
proposed changes that directly address a number of the
issues raised by key stakeholders. However, a number of
suggestions for the further improvement of the Single
Permit process remain unaddressed. Noteworthy are
guaranteed total lead times that are competitive compared
to neighbouring countries, the suppression of unnecessary
administrative steps at the local municipalities and the
design of a flexible work permit scheme for foreign nationals
working partially in Belgium without residing here.
Should you have any further questions or wish to receive
any further information with respect to the information
contained in this blog post, please reach out to Wout Van
Doren (wout.vandoren@fragomen.com ) or Alexander De
Nys (adenys@fragomen.com).
About Fragomen
From individuals and small local businesses to the
world’s largest companies, Fragomen supports all of your
immigration needs, all over the world. Find out more at:
www.fragomen.com
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Flatsharing with a Refugee
the end of an era			

				

As professionals in the global mobility sector we know all
about managing culture shock, helping our assignees adapt
to new environments, and spend a lot of time considering
matters such as cost of living allowances and hardship
locations. But what about those who move halfway across
the globe with no help whatsoever? The people who leave
their homes behind for entirely different reasons than a
(temporary) foreign assignment? Freelance journalist and
millennial Deborah Seymus has a monthly column on living
with a young refugee with Knack online and is republished
here with their permission. This is the last of her columns
that takes a brand new view on life in Belgium.
Just over twelve months ago I met Izat*. Izat fled Afghanistan
at the age of 19. He and his family lived in the village of
Tagab in the northeast of Afghanistan, which has been
under Taliban control since 1995. War has been raging in
the region since 2001, and with Tagab trapped between the
Taliban militia on the one side and government soldiers on
the other, his village is under constant fire. Going to school
is not an option as schools ceased to exist some time ago
and career opportunities for young men are limited to being
recruited by either the Taliban or the army. Realising this,
his parents concluded there was no future for him in Tagab.
They saved up 10,000 dollars and with a heavy heart helped
their son flee to Belgium.
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by Deborah Seymus

“The aim of the project was to offer housing,
education and a social safety net to newcomers
who had a recognised refugee status or were
entitled to subsidiary protection.”
Project Curant has come to an end. After three years,
the last duos moved out at the end of October and the
cohabitation project finished. From November 1, 2016 to
October 31, 2019, 81 newcomers and 77 buddies had the
opportunity to get to know themselves and other cultures
up close. 37 couples stayed in an apartment with two or
four bedrooms; six couples studied together in a student
house on Antwerp’s Klapdorp; 16 couples were assigned a
place in the brand new ‘BREM 16’ complex and 4 matched
couples moved into homes that were already owned by the
city of Antwerp. The aim of the project was to offer housing,
education and a social safety net to newcomers who had
a recognised refugee status or were entitled to subsidiary
protection.
Before I joined the project, I asked myself whether I was
the right person for such an experimental programme. I
had just finished my first interview with the employees
of Vormingplus, who were responsible for the selection
interviews of the buddies. I was asked about my personality,
wishes, sexuality, hobbies and work situation. At the end of
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the interview I was told that I would be a great candidate for
the programme. The two staff members suggested I should
think it all over for a while and give them a call as soon as I
knew what my answer was going to be.

“So many questions came to mind.”
When I walked to the station to take the train to Amsterdam,
my home town at that time, one question after the other
came to my mind. What would I like to achieve within this
project? Am I really open to living with someone from a
different culture? Do I want to show that Flemish people
are actually cool? How can I ensure that he becomes selfsufficient? I noticed that in each of the questions a word
came up each time: “me”.
By asking myself these questions, I realised I would have
to go into the project with an open mind and without
expectations, because my newcomer would set the pace.
It was not just about my expectations, but especially about
his. After being matched with Izat, our introduction and first
conversation, and then of course our move, I tried to make
that initial connection. This proved to be difficult as Izat did
not immediately trust me.
However, after a few months he started coming out of
his bedroom more and more often and we would talk,
sometimes deep into the night. His Dutch evolved admirably
fast as he was going to class full time and using Dutch in
daily life. There was another side to the story however. Izat
was very ill with tuberculosis, which was diagnosed fairly
late and therefore difficult to cure. Izat often struggled with
abdominal pain and ate badly during certain periods, which
worried me. In my opinion, the OCMW did not monitor his
situation well enough and there was not enough guidance.
This was not the OCMW employee’s fault but was due to
policy, in which far too little time is allocated to each client.

“Our conversations became more frequent, went
deeper and often lasted for hours.”
As a result, I increasingly took matters into my own hands: a
doctor’s appointment that needed to be arranged, teaching
him how to make bank account transfers, talk about
medication and encourage healthy eating. I took on the
care function and changed from buddy to a kind of mother
figure. We both felt really good about this; for the first
time it felt like we were a team. Our conversations became
more frequent, went deeper and often lasted for hours. He
would tell me about life in Afghanistan and the things he
experienced during his flight. Living in the mountains and
peacefully herding the family’s animals during the day stood
in stark contrast to the nights, when he would huddle up
close with his brothers and sisters as bombs fell around
them. Stories such as those, in which friends were shot or
acquaintances taken prisoner by IS, were beyond shocking
but after a while even I got used to them.
As his life in Belgium began to expand, Izat started becoming
less emotionally tied to the horrors that had taken place
in Afghanistan and on the road. This confused him, and
coupled with the fact that he was living with a woman

who was not a family member or a partner, Izat started to
struggle within himself. He began locking himself away in his
bedroom again, invited male friends over more often and
stayed away from home overnight. Religion was his stable
safe haven in this strange new life.

“I hadn’t expected that I wouldn’t see him once
during Ramadan.”
At the dawn of Ramadan, he informed me that he would
come home less often during the month of the fast.
However, I hadn’t expected that I wouldn’t see him once
during that period. Going to the mosque, praying, fasting,
going to school, working and eating at night took so much
time that he found it easier to spend it with friends. At least,
that’s what he told me.
Later he said he did not come home because “he was not
allowed to be in contact with a woman of Allah during
Ramadan.” I tried to find out on Google why the Qur’an
prescribed this, but could not find a clear answer to my
question. I realised that I shouldn’t care if he didn’t come
home, but it hurt and it made me angry. I did read that a
Muslim should not have unchaste thoughts during Ramadan
and suspected perhaps there was more at play. Those late
nights talking about life, coupled with the care I showed
while he was ill, had evolved into a crush he later admitted.
This caused a lot of awkwardness in our little household.

“Whichever way you turn it around, it stands in
strong contrast with our Flemish way of thinking.”
I still can’t understand why within Islam there is such a strong
emphasis on the differences between men and women. It
makes being friends with someone from the opposite sex
hard when you have so many preconceived ideas about how
relationships should be. Whichever way you turn it around,
it stands in strong contrast with our Flemish way of thinking.
A month before Ramadan, I had decided to leave the
project early as an opportunity with a new home came up.
Somehow I had hoped that during those last two months,
we would have enough time to restore our connection,
which had once grown into a friendship. Unfortunately, we
didn’t and I feel like I have failed.
From a rational point of view, no one has failed and the
extreme cultural and religious differences simply made living
together no longer feasible. This was also apparent when
our OCMW contact explained that I was moving out and
asked him whether he would once again live with a Flemish
woman in this way. A shocked “no” was his answer. That one
word touched my heart. I know he didn’t mean it that way
and that he was masking his hurt about me leaving before
the project officially ended. But knowing that I was able to
give him the basis of Flanders and that we had wonderful
moments, I made peace with it. Who knows, the future may
still bring a beautiful friendship.
* while typing this last column I received another message:
“hey Deborah, before you move, I’ll cook for you again.” All
is well that ends well.
RELOCATE
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NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
new partnership between BEPS International School
and Professional Women International
In secondary school students follow the International
Baccalaureate (IB) Middle Years Programme (MYP) and
thanks to exciting initiatives such as ‘Meet the Professionals’
they are discovering how their acquired skills will transfer
into the world of work. In the last week of November, BEPS
International School and Professional Women International
(PWI) Brussels launched a new partnership to promote and
consider how we teach Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts (including Design) and Mathematics (STEAM) to our
future generations. A team of experts visited BEPS Secondary
School to share their journey through the world of STEAM.
			

www.beps.com

•
DY Patil International School becomes
International School of Belgium
After eight years of enjoying our new campus in Aartselaar
and forty years of being a top international school in Belgium,
we are changing our name and brand to better fit with our
location and future direction. This is part of our mission to
be the leading school for families both living in and coming
to Belgium who desire quality education. You can find our
new corporate identity on our brand new website:
			

•

www.isbedu.be

St John’s Speaker Series 2020
St. John’s International School boasts an inspiring lineup for the Speaker Series that is open to the public. Up
next is ‘Tribes and Rough Guides’ on March 9th, where
photojournalist Jeremy Hunter will guide guests through
a photographic exploration of the DNA, beliefs, and faiths
of many of the world’s cultures and communities providing
an insight into the need to respect the differences in these
cultures.
This is followed on April 1st by the last in the series: ‘The
Human Cost of the Vietnam War’. Max Hastings, awardwinning journalist, foreign correspondent, and expert on
defense matters, explores the Vietnam War from the human
perspective.
Further information and registrations at:
www.stjohns.be/contact-us/speaker-series
In other news, St. John’s International School is moving
further away from the use of plastics. After having eliminated
plastics almost entirely in the cafeteria, this year, a variety
of additional changes are in the works. The first thing that
the school implemented was to replace all artificial plastic
plants throughout the campus.

•
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new school director and Swedish section
at the European School of Bruxelles Argenteuil

In September, Ulf Mazetti joined the European School of
Bruxelles Argenteuil as the new pedagogical school director.
Mister Mazetti’s professional background includes having
taught foreign languages, developing Montessori schools in
Sweden as well as the role as school leader the last 10+ years.
The school has also opened a Swedish section in September
and will open its 6th year of secondary in September 2020.
			

www.europeanschool.be

•
domoXim Real Estate opens fourth office for
more focus on expatriates in the greater Leuven area
domoXim Real Estate has opened its fourth office in Herent,
to focus on the growing expatriate community around
Leuven. In full synergy with the domoXim Cinquantenaire
– Jubelpark office in the heart of the Schumann area in
Brussels, the new office will deliver identical services to
expatriates and relocation offices. Ine Vermeeren and
Nathalie Moudens are at your disposal for all further
information. Hollestraat 24, 3020 Herent, 015/20.36.00,
info@domoxim.be
			

www.domoxim.com

•
new offices for BELEXPAT
As of February 17, 2020 BELEXPAT is delighted to welcome
you in their new offices, located at avenue du Sippelberg,
3/17 at 1080 Molenbeek Saint Jean (next to the STADIUM
sports complex - OSSEGHEM metro station). You can
continue to reach us by phone on 02/414 00 22 or by email
via info@belexpat.com.
			

www.belexpat.com

•
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Gosselin Mobility becomes Packimpex
The acquisition of Gosselin’s relocation services by Swiss
player Packimpex is a strategic move that aims to strengthen
offerings for customers in Belgium and beyond. The service
offerings acquired in Belgium include home-search, settlingin, immigration and departure assistance. The household
goods moving activities of Gosselin are not part of this
transaction. Sabine Castrique and Tamara Allard remain as
a point of contact for all relocation activities with Packimpex
Belgium. Moving activities are continued under Gosselin.
Packimpex is located in Bedrijvenzone Brucargo Building 734
– Machelen.
			

www.packimpex.com

•
Team Relocations becomes SIRVA
Team Relocations was acquired by SIRVA Worldwide, Inc. in
August 2018. Following a smooth transition, and as part of
our continued integration, Team Relocations has rebranded
to SIRVA as of 1st January 2020. The acquisition means Team
Relocations has become an integral part of the unparalleled
SIRVA global support system, with 75 offices worldwide,
innovative technology and a wide range of services.
Nothing changes for clients and partners of Team
Relocations; you will still be interacting with the same
people. The only major change will be the branding, so
future communications and documents etc. will be branded
as SIRVA. Please note email addresses have changed to
firstname.lastname@sirva.com
			

BBF started 2020 with promoting its new project Winxx.
This amazing serviced apartment complex has been added
to the already existing infrastructure of the Heliport site that
conjugates the Winxx, Riverside and B-Square residences.
These splendid apartments will be available for rental in the
beginning of next year. Situated along the canal in walking
distance of Tours & Taxis, Kanal – Centre Pompidou, Docks
Bruxel and the city centre, this is a much desired location.
Additionally, BBF has expanded its portfolio with newest
addition Arcadia. This beautiful apartment complex has
a magnificent contemporary architecture and is ideally
located in a residential area in a stone’s throw from NATO
headquarters. The trendy furnished apartments meet
the latest standards and are perfect as a base for expats,
eurocrats and business travellers.
These new apartments cement BBF’s position as market
leader of serviced apartments and corporate housing in
Brussels. For more information and early bookings, please
send your email to sales@bbf.be or call us on +32 (0)2 705
05 21.
				

•

www.bbf.be

www.sirva.com

•
The Map Group partners with Cooptalis
The Map Group, leader in relocation and immigration
services in Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg
announces its merger with Cooptalis, expert in international
professional mobility. The merger between these two
specialists which took place at the end of 2019 strengthens
the relocation services currently offered to expatriates and
corporations in the Benelux. It gives birth to a global offer in
international mobility.
The merger between Cooptalis and The Map Group
enables synergy of activities and the development of a new
global offer; in addition to the enhanced immigration and
relocation services, the recruitment solutions offered by
Cooptalis will soon join the package of immigration and
relocation solutions offered by The Map Group.
		

BBF’s spreads its Winxx over the city at the Heliport site
and opens new complex Arcadia

www.themapgroup.com

NEW MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Mythra Law
Mythra is a tax boutique law firm and its team covers a wide
range of tax domains such as corporate tax, M&A, personal
income tax, estate planning, and more. This includes advice
on the tax regime of salary packages, optimisation and
advice on international employment.
Vanbreda Eurinsurances
As part of Vanbreda Risk & Benefits, our Brussels office
specifically focuses on private insurance for expatriates and
Belgian or foreign EU officials, employees of embassies, or
large multinationals.
Freelance Members
Florence Behaeghel, Josee Desseyn, Anne Struyk, Karmen
Christiaens, Sabine Huber, Anne-Aymone de Radigues, Olga
de Meester, Olivia Cogels, Isaline Dubois, Wendy Thiede,
Anne Marie Van Raemdonck and Rachel Carmona.
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ABRA AGM & Member Meeting - 22 May 2019
Due the delayed publication dates last year, we are catching up on meeting photographs. Our 2019 AGM and Member Meeting
took place at ING Bank in Brussels. Guest speaker Michael Penning spoke about the Community Health Service in Brussels and
its work supporting expats in Belgium. Our second guest speaker Michael Dale, life coach, author and facilitator Michael Dale
joined us from London to talk about the 7 core human needs and how these are directly related to the top 10 professional skills
for 2020. The AGM was ABRA administrative assistant Carol Elhardt’s last official event before retirement. We’d like to thank
her again for her many years of hard work and dedication. To put names to faces or to download a copy of the presentation,
please visit the ABRA website.
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Ready for
your new
adventure
in Belgium?

ING makes your life easy
by helping you organize
all your financial affairs.
Call +32 2 464 66 64,
or go to ing.be/expats
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